The Cryptography is basically securing the data during the communication between different systems. To provide the security of data during communication in cryptography we together require the Algorithm and Key. Cryptography is the science of maintaining private information whether communicated over secured or unsecured channel from unofficial access, of ensuring data privacy, integrity and authentication, and other tasks. In this project, I am presenting a novel technique of in the Development of Visual Cryptography Using low complexity algorithm(Modular operation), bit shifting algorithm and image is encrypted at Secret sharing method. In encryption secret image is converted into number of share. In this project Secret sharing approach is being proposed for increasing the security of the data. For increasing the security we are basically concentrating on the key part of the cryptography we basically uses the Low complexity and bit shifting algorithm which is designed by the user. Encryption can be perform by dividing number( Total number of pieces of information n=8; The no. of pieces of info which are sufficient for reconstruction k=3 ) of share . For decryption all the shares are need to be superimposed in proper sequence (for that n=8;k=2).Visual Cryptography (VC) is a technique which encrypts the image and converts it into unreadable format with the help of key by decrypting the image we get original secret image.
Introduction
In today fast developing area security play the very important role in the daily life. Everybody know that security of data or information has become a major apprehension nowadays. The security is becoming more important as the volume of data being exchanged. The advancements in universal network environment and in applications the security and privacy of has become progressively more important in today's highly computerized and interconnected world. In present Information Security plays a dynamic role.
Today, more and more digital documents are transmitted and exchanged on internet. It has created an environment that the digital information is easy to distribute, duplicate and modify. Image security becomes a very important issue for image transmission over the internet or wireless network. The security is becoming more important as the volume of data being exchanged. The advancements in universal network environment and in applications the security and privacy of has become progressively more important in today's highly computerized and interconnected world. Information and messages are exchanged over a network. Security has become the important features in communication and other text information these is because of the presence of hackers who wait for a chances to gain an access to private data. Due to the advancements in ubiquitous network environment and rapid developments in cloud computing has promoted the rapid delivery of digital multimedia data to the users. Multimedia data (images, videos, audios, and text.) are of importance for use more and more widely. Now, it is closely related to many aspects of daily life, including education, commerce, defense, entertainment and politics. Hence the security and privacy of Images has become increasingly more important in today's highly computerized and interconnected world.
The most important point in that the computer performed this cryptographic functions, and from this point of view the process become a more secure and more faster. The basic concept of cryptography is the how we can make information unreadable and thus, protected. This will be done by many ways. Some cryptography algorithms are very easy to understand and therefore this algorithm are easily crack. Some cryptography algorithm are highly complex and therefore difficult to crack. One of the best technique for the security of images or text is "Visual Cryptography" .Initially, This technique was developed for black and white images but later on same was extended for color images as well. The (k,n) threshold visual cryptography scheme has been successfully described. Splitting of image into shares is the basic concept of visual cryptography technique. Shares can be meaningful or meaningless depending on the study conducted by different authors. The encrypted image is a noise image so that no one can obtain the secret image without knowing a decryption original image into another form that is difficult to understand. Data hiding that hides a secret message into a cover image so that no one can realize the existence of the secret data, in which the data type of the secret message is an image. But a main issue of hiding data in images is the difficulty to embed a large amount of message data into a single image.
The main objective of this study is to increase security in communication by encrypting the information using a key that is created through using an image. Cryptography presents various methods for taking legible, readable data, and transforming it into unreadable data for the purpose of secure transmission, and then using a key to transform it back into readable data when it reaches its destination [1] . Cryptography is considered to be one of the fundamental building blocks of computer security [2] . The need of reliable and effective security mechanisms to protect information systems is increasing due to the rising magnitude of identity theft in our society. Hence cryptography is a powerful tool to achieve information security, the security of cryptosystems relies on the fact that cryptographic keys are secret and known only to the legitimate user [3] . In secure communication, key generation phase has many challenges and this problem can be solved if the sender and the receiver share the key in any other form or if they generate the keys readily during encryption and decryption separately, thus, the concept of generating the key from an image came to the role [4] . The main objective of this study is to create a new algorithm to secure connection by using the content of an image. The algorithm uses a color RGB image to generate a key which will be used in the encryption and decryption operations. Our algorithm is distinguished from the other ones as the generated key length varies according to the size of the message and the session type. This makes the encryption algorithm more powerful. The proposed algorithm is simple to implement and easy to use.
In this proposed method Development of visual cryptography technique for authentication using facial images to provide a very high degree of security of image such as hide the image based encryption. In the encryption stage my using secret sharing algorithm. That means it's provide higher security level as compare to hide the image.
In that proposed method hacker does not hack data because hide the secure secret image is unbreakable. This provided the more security.
Literature Survey
Now a day's many algorithms are obtainable for security purpose using various encryption technique for example simple preservative cipher techniques in to the complicated asymmetric and symmetric key ciphers techniques by using this we increase the security of data or informationVisual cryptography was originally invented and pioneered by Moni Naor and Adi Shamir [5] in 1994 at the Eurocrypt conference. The (k, n) Visual Cryptography Scheme can decode the concealed images without any cryptographic computations. It contain black and white pixel only and it was for sharing single secret. The secret image is divided into exactly two random shares i.e. Share1 and Share2. To reveal the original image, both shares are required to be stacked.
To overcome this problem, G. Ateniese, C. Blundo, A.DeSantis, and D. R. Stinson give a general access structure [6] in 1996. In which given set of n shares is divided into two subsets namely qualified and forbidden subset of shares as per the importance of shares. Until year 1997 visual cryptography schemes were applicable to only black and white images. First gray colored visual cryptography scheme was developed by Verheul and Van Tilborg [7] for sharing single secret.
In 2000 Ching-Nung Yang and Chi-Sung Laih [7] , presented new constructions of colored Visual secret sharing schemes. In 2005 Young-Chang Hou and Shu-Fen Tu [16] ,propose a multi-pixel encoding method for grey-level and chromatic images without pixel expansion. They have utilized two n × r basis matrices to simultaneously encrypt r successive white or black pixels each time.
In 2006 Zhi Zhou, Gonzalo R. Arce, and Giovanni Di Crescenzo [12] ,suggested a novel technique named halftone visual cryptography to achieve visual cryptography via halftoning. It simulates continuous tone imagery through the use of dots, which may vary either in size, in shape or in spacing.
In 2007 Shyong Jian Shyua, Yeuan-Kuen Leea,Shih-Yu Huanga Ran-ZanWangb and Kun Chena [13] were first researchers to advise the multiple secrets sharing in visual cryptography. This scheme encodes a set of n>=2 secrets into two circle shares such that none of any single share leaks the secrets.This is the first true result which shows the sharing ability in visual cryptography up to any general number of multiple secrets in two circle shares. [18] proposed An EVC Scheme quality of the share images. The scheme maintains the perfect security of the original extended visual cryptography approach.
In 2014 Shubhra Dixit, Deepak Kumar Jain and Ankita Saxena proposed an approach for secret sharing using randomized VSS in which they propose new visual cryptography algorithm for gray scale image using randomization and pixel reversal approach. 
Proposed Methodology
Proposed methodology has been divided into 2 phases.
Image Encryption:
In this image encryption phase image is encrypted in three stage. At the first stage we have to select an secret input image, and separate this image into three plan (R plane ,G plane and B plane). At the first encryption phase we have to apply low complexity algorithm , that is modular addition operation(bit OXring) by apply key, this key is inbuilt in system which is only know to the administration (user). Now at second encryption stage we have to apply bit shifting algorithm, there is so many block in the AES algorithm, but am taking the one of the part of them that is mix column operation. In this algorithm pixel can be shift by one first and after it will shift by three. Or in simply for matrix operation, it will directly multiply by 2 and 8. We can get the modified image and now at the first stage encryption apply secret sharing algorithm. The basic idea of visual cryptography is that image is divided into several part called as share. A secret sharing sachems is secret design to share a piece of information or a secret among a group of people in such a way that only authorized group of people can reconstruct the secret from there share . In the secret sharing algorithm we have to separate each channel into eight share(Total number of pieces of information n=8; The no. of pieces of info which are sufficient for reconstruction k=3). The total number of share forming from RGB channel is R+G+B=8+8+8=24, but we have to combine 24 share into RGB 8 share. At the last phase we get the encrypted eight share 
Image Decryption:
In this decryption stage, I am transmitting this eight encrypted share now we have to apply secret sharing Recovering decryption algorithm. In this algorithm we have to separate eight share into three different channel, each channel can carry 8 share each, mean that we can get the 8 share of R, 8 Share of G and 8 share of B. We can get the total 24 share , now we have to apply each channel inverse bit shifting algorithm, we can get the modified reconstruction image , this is an decryption phase 2. Now at decryption phase 1, We have to apply inverse low complexity algorithm, that is inverse modular operation, in this operation we can do a inverse modular XORING algorithm. The inbuilt key is xoring with the output of encrypted stage, we can get real secret image. At the last decrypted original secret image 
Low Complexity Algorithm
In order to enhance the security each encryption round encompasses simple mathematical operation because the designed to be compatible with computing device.At the first encryption phase we have to apply low complexity algorithm, that is modular addition operation(bit OXring) by apply key, this key is inbuilt in system which is only know to the administration (user). 
Secret Sharing Algorithm
The basic idea of visual cryptography is that image is divided into several part called as share. A secret sharing sachems is secret design to share a piece of information or a secret among a group of people in such a way that only authorized group of people can reconstruct the secret from there share. Shamir's Secret Sharing is an algorithm in cryptography created by Adi Shamir. It is a form of secret sharing, where a secret is divided into parts, giving each participant its own unique part, where some of the parts or all of them are needed in order to reconstruct the secret. Counting on all participants to combine the secret might be impractical, and therefore sometimes the threshold scheme is used where any of the parts are sufficient to reconstruct the original secret. The essential idea of Adi Shamir's threshold scheme is that 2 points are sufficient to define a line, 3 points are sufficient to define a parabola, 4 points to define a cubic curve and so forth. That is, it takes points to define a polynomial of degree k-1.. Suppose we want to use a (k, n )threshold scheme to share our secret , without loss of generality assumed to be an element in a finite field F of size P where 0 <K<=N<P;S<P and is a P prime number. Choose at random K-1 positive integers a1………..ak-1. With ai<p , and let a0=s Build the polynomial . Let us construct any points out of it, for instance set i=1…….n ,to retrieve(I,f(i)). Every participant is given a point (an integer input to the polynomial, and the corresponding integer output). Given any subset of k these pairs, we can find the coefficients of the polynomial using interpolation. The secret is the constant term a0. 
Execution Result

Conclusion
In today's world where nothing is secure, the security of data is very important. We conclude that all techniques are good for security and have their own advantages and disadvantages and give a security. In this proposed paper we are concentration on Development of visual cryptography technique for authentication using facial images, encryption technique so that it will provide high degree Security for the important messages that can be transmitted over the network securely. This paper adventures the techniques of authentication using Secure facial images. The proposed scheme discovered good security for important messages due to its advance technique and its application use over hear. In this paper we can get the original recover image that is MSE is zero and PSNR is infinite (undefind) .that why we can get more security. In this work new concept of sharing the color image at multiple levels has given which provided more security to the encryption.
